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Key Selling Points:
• Explains how the ability to summarise facilitates knowledge acquisition and transfer
• Provides a diverse range of strategies that can be employed by students with different
learning styles
• Illustrates how summarisation strategies can be used as the basis for rich learning and
assessment activities
• Offers 50+ succinct strategies that can be used across the curriculum for enhancing the
development of summarisation skills
Summary:
According to research, summarisation is one of the top nine most effective teaching
strategies, but this technique is often underused because teachers think is for written
assignments only. Educators agree that the ability to summarise - to identify salient
information and structure it for meaning, long-term retention and successful application - is
an essential academic skill.
This book is a practical guide to written, spoken, artistic and kinaesthetic summarisation
techniques for individual assignments and group activities - just the thing to make it much
easier and a lot more fun to use on a regular basis throughout the curriculum. Explore 50 time
and classroom-tested written, spoken, artistic and kinaesthetic summarisation techniques for
both individual assignments and group activities. Get all the steps and clear examples you
need to start using summarisation to improve students’ comprehension and boost their longterm memory.
Supporting Resources:
Think it – Map it! – NE3712
Thinking Skills Resource Book – 3938
Classroom Instruction that Works: Research-Based Strategies for
Increasing Student Achievement – 101010
How The Brain Learns (Third Edition) – CO0965
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